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Abstract
Many service industries, including the medical and legal professions
in some countries, display a gated structure. Rather than approaching a
…nal producer directly, a consumer will …rst seek a referral from an intermediary. In this paper, we provide one possible explanation for such an
industry structure. If the outcome of a transaction depends on producer
e¤ort, which is unobservable and unveri…able, then the market may fail
to generate a Pareto optimal outcome. This is the standard moral hazard
problem. If consumers had a long-run relationship with producers, this
type of market failure might be avoided. However, in some industries,
consumers will only have a short-run relationship with producers. A gatekeeping intermediary may provide an opportunity for reputation e¤ects
to apply in such a setting. By aggregating many potential consumers,
gatekeeping intermediaries can create an arti…cial long-run relationship
between a consumer and a producer. This long-run relationship reduces
the incidence of shirking on the part of the producer.

1

Introduction

The potential for moral hazard problems to result in market failure is well
understood.1 Indeed, there is a large literature on the design of contracts to
alleviate moral hazard problems.2 This literature focuses on a static setting in
which the principal and the agent interact only once. Except in very restrictive
circumstances, the market failure can at best be only partially mitigated. For
This paper is a modi…ed version of Chapter 2 of the author’s PhD dissertation (Eldridge
[18], [19]). The author would like to thank Peter Bardsley, Suren Basov, Stephen Donald,
Ken Hendricks, Preston McAfee, David Sibley, Max Stinchcombe, Andrew Whinston and
Tom Wiseman for helpful advice and comments.
1 See, for example, Arrow ([3], [4]) and Pauly ([48], [49]).
2 Useful surveys of this literature are provided by Hirshleifer and Riley ([29]), La¤ont and
Martimort ([39]), Macho-Stadler and Perez-Castrillo ([40]) and Mas-Colell et al ([44]). The
central references include Arrow ([3]), Grossman and Hart ([26]), Hermalin and Katz ([28]),
Holmstrom ([31]), Jewitt ([34]), Mirlees ([45]), Rogerson ([57]), Ross ([58]), Shapiro and
Stiglitz ([62]) and Shavell ([63], [64]).
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this reason, moral hazard and other problems involving asymmetric information
are often used to justify a variety of consumer protection related regulations.3
But such regulations are potentially costly and sometimes ine¤ective.
In many settings involving moral hazard, the transacting parties interact
more than once. Repeated interaction potentially allows for greater alleviation
of moral hazard than is possible in a static setting, through the use of dynamic
punishment strategies and reputation e¤ects.4 Unfortunately, there are also
many occasions in which parties to a transaction do not repeatedly interact.
In the absence of repeated interaction, reputation cannot be relied upon to
deter moral hazard. We might expect moral hazard problems to be rampant
in markets characterised by few or infrequent interactions between the trading
parties. Indeed, Mooney and Ryan ([46], p. 134) raise exactly this concern in
relation to health care markets:
“Whilst it is possible that repeated interactions constrain doctors’ behaviour, since doctors will not want patients to lose faith
in them, such repeated interaction will not take place in all sectors
of the health care market. Whilst a dynamic model may be applicable to the GP-patient interaction (since there will be repeated
interactions), it is less clear how applicable such a model is to the
specialist-patient interaction.”
Is consumer protection regulation the only safeguard available in such settings or can institutions be devised that might capture the bene…ts of a long-run
relationship? This paper explores one possible solution. It involves the creation
of intermediaries that generate an arti…cial long-run relationship between the
transacting parties by aggregating many short-run relationships. In e¤ect, the
intermediaries act as a surrogate long-term partner, leveraging their own repeated relationship with the two transacting parties. This allows the short-run
agents to build up a reputation for quality and the short-run principals vicarious
access to that reputation.

2

Motivating examples

Variations of this industry structure can be found in many professional service
industries, including the medical and legal professions. In many countries, these
professions are organised around a gatekeeper. Access to the ultimate producer
frequently requires a referral from an intermediary. In this paper, we will explicitly model the organisation of health care markets. However, the model readily
translates into the organisation of some other service industries, including the
legal profession.
In the medical industries of some Commonwealth countries, it is unusual for
patients to visit a specialist without …rst obtaining a referral from a general
3 See, for example, the discussions in Damania and Round ([14]), Had…eld et al ([27]) and
Smith ([65]).
4 See, for example, Abreu et al ([1], [2]), Atkeson and Lucas ([5]), Fudenberg et al ([23]),
Radner ([53], [54]), Radner et al ([55]), Rogerson ([56]), Rubenstein and Yaari ([60]), Spear
and Srivastava ([66]), Stigler ([67], p. 179), Thomas and Worrall ([69]) and Townsend ([72]).
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practitioner (GP).5 The GP is essentially the family doctor. He typically sees
a patient many times throughout the patient’s life, treating a variety of minor
illnesses and referring the patient to an appropriate specialist for more serious
complaints. As such, the patient and the GP interact repeatedly over a long
period of time. Furthermore, because the GP has a pool of patients, he will
typically encounter particular diseases many times. As such, the GP has the
opportunity to develop a long-run relationship with particular specialists. While
some severe or chronic complaints might require repeated interaction between
a patient and a specialist as well, many patient-specialist relationships are inherently short-run. In such circumstances, the GP can potentially leverage his
long-run relationships with both patients and specialists to induce an arti…cial
long-run relationship between a patient and a specialist.
While the medical industry in the United States of America is not formally
organised in the same way as it is in some Commonwealth countries, some
of the key institutions in the US health sector enforce similar arrangements.
Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and preferred provider organizations
(PPOs) combine health insurance and the provision of medical care.6 HMOs
typically require patients to see one of their gatekeeping medical practitioners
before being referred to an approved specialist. By controlling which specialists
receive patients and monitoring which patients are treated by a particular specialist, the HMO can e¤ectively play a role similar to that of the GP in many
Commonwealth countries. PPOs are essentially just a less restrictive form of
HMO. They have no requirement for the patient to visit a gatekeeper before
seeing a specialist. They do, however, provide …nancial incentives for patients
to visit specialists on their list of preferred providers. By controlling which specialists are on this list, they can e¤ectively punish specialists who are suspected
of shirking. Just like the GP in our earlier example, HMOs and PPOs have
a long-run relationship with both specialists and patients. They can leverage
the …nancial clout provided by their relatively large customer base to punish
specialists suspected of shirking.7
While we focus on the medical industry example in this paper, there are
other industries with a gated structure that might in part be explained by this
theory of intermediation, including the legal industry. The structure of the legal
industry in some Commonwealth countries appears to be similar to that of the
medical industry in those countries. A client needing legal services …rst visits
a solicitor. If the service required is relatively minor, the solicitor may be able
to take care of it himself. But if the client’s case is going to trial, the solicitor
might choose to brief a barrister, who will then represent the client at court.
A client might have a repeated relationship with a solicitor because solicitors
5 Commonwealth countries in which many patients obtain a referral from a general practitioner before seeking the services of a specialist include Australia ([50], p. 421; [12], part 2,
p. 3), New Zealand ([59], section 2, p. 14) and the United Kingdom ([10]). This arrangement
does not necessarily apply to all medical specialties within these countries. For example, a
patient would probably seek a referral before visiting an opthamologist in Australia, but would
be unlikely to do so before visiting an optometrist.
6 Many undergraduate textbooks on health economics contain a discussion of HMOs and
PPOs. A particularly good source is Folland et al ([22]).
7 Clearly, HMOs and PPOs can punish specialists for a number of other undesirable behaviours too. Constraining costs by punishing suspected over-servicing may be one such concern.
We are not suggesting that HMOs and PPOs exist solely to punish shirking by medical specialists. We are, however, suggesting that this is one of many roles that they can play.
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can handle estate planning, conveyancing and many other legal matters that
do not require representation at trial. Even if a particular client does not have
a repeated relationship with a solicitor, the client might have sought out the
solicitor’s services on the recommendation of a friend or family member who
has previously employed him. A sequence of such recommendations can give
rise to a sequence of clients that might be thought of as a single long-run client.
A solicitor typically has many clients, so that repeated relationships between a
solicitor and a barrister might also occur. In a similar fashion to a GP in the
medical example, the solicitor may be able to leverage his long-run relationship
with a particular barrister to ameliorate any moral hazard problem that might
normally arise because of the short-run relationship between his client and the
barrister.
As with the respective medical industries, the legal industry in the United
States of America is not formally organised like it is in some Commonwealth
countries. Once again, however, organisations have evolved that, among other
things, play a similar role to solicitors in those Commonwealth countries. While
many lawyers and some legal practices might specialise in a particular area
of the law, multi-purpose law …rms also exist. These …rms are able to help
their clients in a number of disparate and unrelated legal matters. With the
exception of possible savings due to economies of scope arising from sharing …xed
overhead costs, it is unclear why clients would not prefer to seek out di¤erent
legal practices for di¤erent legal problems. The generation of an arti…cial long
run relationship provides one further argument in favour of the use of multiproduct …rms. By increasing the extent of interaction between particular clients
and the legal practice, multi-purpose law …rms provide the client with greater
opportunity to punish poor performance. The amount of business the …rm loses
if the client drops them is greater than it would be if they were a single purpose
practice.

3

A competitive model of health care markets

Consider an economy with three groups of agents who live forever. These groups
are patients, general practitioners (GPs) and medical specialists. Let patients
be indexed by i 2 f1; 2;
; Ig, GPs by j 2 f1; 2;
; Jg and specialists by
k 2 f1; 2;
; Kg. We will assume that there are an in…nite number of patients
(I ! 1) and specialists (K ! 1), but only a …nite number of GPs (J < 1).8
In each period, a patient is randomly allocated a disease state (d 2 f0; 1g).
Patients may be either well (d = 0) or sick (d = 1). Following this, each sick
patient can choose whether or not to seek treatment. Treatment can sometimes
result in a cure, improving the patient’s health status for that period. The
probability that a disease is cured by treatment increases with the amount of
8 The reason we assume that there are a countably in…nite number of patients, a countably
in…nite number of specialists and only a …nite number of GPs is that it allows us to use the
standard version of the strong law of large numbers to make inferences about the number of sick
patients in a GPs patient pool in each period. An alternative to this set of assumptions would
be to assume that the number of patients is uncountably in…nite, the number of specialists
is countably in…nite and the number of GPs is countably in…nite. In order to analyse this
alternative version of the model presented in this paper, we would need to use the techniques
outlined in Judd ([35]).
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e¤ort the specialist devotes to the treatment.9 Patients can seek a referral to
the specialist from a GP if they believe this will increase the probability that
high e¤ort treatment is provided. Both referrals and treatments come at a price.
For budget constrained patients, the bene…ts of an increased probability of good
health need to be weighed against the foregone consumption of other goods that
expenditure on health care entails. We will assume that patients visit neither a
GP nor a specialist when they are healthy.10
All agents in this economy are price takers who behave as though the existing
prices are exogenously speci…ed. We will focus on stationary equilibria for this
economy, so that prices don’t change over time. The price per referral from any
GP is w, while the price per treatment from any specialist is r.
For payo¤ purposes, time is assumed to be discrete in this economy. Time
periods are indexed by t 2 f0; 1; 2; g, with payo¤s occurring at the end of
each period. In each period, the market opens and the agents interact within
the market. Note that not all agents move at once in the market. The market
process involves sequential moves by various agents. Thus the timing of the
moves in the market process is important. We will maintain the assumption
that time is discrete and index time within a period by s 2 f0; 1; 2; g. In
this fashion, each point in time can be given a unique time stamp of the form
(t; s) 2 f0; 1; 2; g2 = Z2+ .

3.1

The timing of the market in each period

At the beginning of each period ( s = 0), Nature randomly chooses a disease
state for each patient, di 2 f0; 1g. Each patient’s disease state is chosen as an
independent draw from some common distribution,
: f0; 1g ! [0; 1]. The
probability that any given patient is sick in any given period is , while the
probability that any given patient is well in any given period is (1
). While
each patient’s disease state is private information, the distribution from which
disease states are drawn is common knowledge.
At s = 1, having observed their disease state for the current period, patients
choose whether or not to seek treatment. If patients choose to seek treatment,
then they also choose whether or not to seek a referral from a GP. If they seek
a referral, they choose which GP to visit at s = 2. If not, they choose which of
the specialists that treats their disease type to visit. Recall that patients who
are healthy are assumed to seek neither treatment nor referral.
We will assume that GPs follow up on the outcomes from treatment of any
of the patients they refer. In this fashion, the GP knows the entire history of
outcomes for each of his previous referrals at the start of each period. At s = 3,
GPs choose the specialists to which they will refer their patients. Patients who
seek a referral are assumed to follow the GPs advice and seek treatment from
the specialist to which they are referred. We will assume that each GP refers
all of his sick patients in a given period to the same specialist. This assumption
is not essential. However, it does simplify the analysis when GPs have …nite
9 While this paper focuses solely on a potential moral hazard problem in the treatment
market, a potential adverse selection problem in the treatment market is considered in a
companion paper (Eldridge [20]).
1 0 If the equilibrium prices for referrals and treatment are positive, this assumption is not
needed. Even if these prices are zero, we could avoid making this assumption by introducing
an opportunity cost of time (perhaps in the form of foregone leisure) into the model.
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patient pools. The reason for this is that it allows specialists to estimate the
size of a GP’s patient pool from the number of patients that GP refers to him.
The assumption is relatively innocuous when GPs have in…nite patient pools,
which is the case that we will focus on in this paper.
Following this, at s = 4, specialists choose how much e¤ort to devote to
treating each patient. For each patient, they can independently choose either
high e¤ort (e = 1) or low e¤ort (e = 0). The e¤ort choice a¤ects the probability
of the patient being cured.
Finally, at s = 5, Nature chooses whether or not each patient is cured. If a
patient is cured, he will have good health in that period (h = 1), while if the
patient is not cured, he will have bad health (h = 0). We will assume that high
e¤ort on the part of the treating specialist always results in the patient being
cured, while low e¤ort results in a cure with probability 2 (0; 1). If the patient
chose not to seek treatment, he will not be cured.

3.2

Player objectives

Every agent in this game is assumed to maximise the discounted present value of
a sequence of per-period von Neuman Morgernstern expected utility functions.
Furthermore, they all have a common rate of time preference, represented by
the stationary discount factor 2 [0; 1). Thus di¤erences in the preferences of
the three groups of agents arise from di¤erences in their per-period preferences.
These are outlined below.
3.2.1

Patients

Patients all have identical per-period preferences de…ned over their expenditure on health care (p) and their health state (h). These preferences may be
represented by a quasi-linear per-period Bernoulli utility function of the form
u(ht ; pt ) = B(ht )

pt ,

where B(0) is normalised to zero and B(1) = B > 0.
The health state in each period is a random variable and may vary across
patients. It depends on whether or not the patient is sick, whether or not
treatment is sought and, if so, the e¤ort devoted to treating the patient. Since
each patient knows their disease status before having to make any decisions
about treatment, the probability of good health in period t is given by

t

8
< 1 if either d = 0 or high e¤ort treatment is received when d 6= 0;
if d 6= 0 and low e¤ort treatment is received;
=
:
0
if d 6= 0 and no treatment is received.

Note that the probability of good health depends on the amount of e¤ort exerted
by a specialist when treating a patient. This is not observed by patients, so that
they do not know the exact probability of good health in period t after making
their treatment and referral decisions. Let i;t denote a patient’s belief that he
will receive high e¤ort treatment if he seeks a referral. In this paper, we will
restrict our attention to symmetric equilibria in which each patient holds the
same beliefs. Thus we can set i;t = t for all i 2 f1; 2;
; Ig. With these
6

beliefs, each patient’s subjective estimate of the probability of good health in
period t is given by
8
1
if d = 0;
<
if d 6= 0 and treatment is sought;
t + (1
t)
t =
:
0
if d 6= 0 and no treatment is sought.

Expenditure on health care in any given period may also vary across patients.
It will depend on whether or not the patient seeks treatment and, if so, whether
or not the patient also seeks a referral. We will assume that patients do not seek
a referral if they do not also desire treatment. Thus a patient’s expenditure on
health care is given by
8
if neither treatment nor referral is sought;
< 0
r
if treatment is sought without a referral;
pt =
:
w + r if both treatment and referral are sought.
Thus a patient’s per-period expected utility is
Eu(ht ; pt ) =

tB

pt .

Patients do not know their future disease states. However, they do not have
to make any decisions in any given period prior to observing their disease state in
that period. As such, a patient’s remaining lifetime expected utility after he has
observed his disease state in any given period can be conveniently represented
as:
U (pt ; dt ; Hi;t ) =

tB

pt + M ,

where Hi;t is the entire history that is observed by the patient prior to period
t and M is the expected continuation payo¤ to the patient. The expected continuation payo¤ is the next period value of the total utility the patient expects
to receive from all subsequent periods following the completion of the current
period’s stage game. Clearly the expected continuation payo¤ will be a function of the distribution of disease states within the population ( ), the patient’s
future referral and treatment decisions and the e¤ort that specialists devote to
treating the patient.
3.2.2

General practitioners

GPs are assumed to be risk-neutral. The Bernoulli utility function that represents their per-period preferences is simply their per-period pro…t. Assuming
that they have a constant marginal cost of k per referral and no …xed costs,
their per-period pro…ts are
v(w; nj;1;t ) = nj;1;t (w

k) =

I
X

(w

k)1i;j;t .

i=1

The number of referrals a particular GP makes in period t is equal to the number
of sick patients he has in that period (nj;1;t ). Note that the indicator variable
(1i;j;t ) takes on the value one if patient i obtains a referral from GP j in period
t and the value zero otherwise.
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There are two sources of uncertainty that a¤ect a GP’s payo¤s. First, there
is the fact that nj;1;t is a random variable. We show later in this paper that this
source of uncertainty disappears if the GP has an in…nite patient pool, since the
number of his patients who are sick in any particular period is almost surely
in…nite. The second source of uncertainty relates to the number of patients
that will visit him in future periods. This may, in part, depend on the GP’s
success in motivating specialists to exert high e¤ort when treating patients that
are referred by him. If a GP makes his referral decision before observing the
number of patients that visit him during period t, then his expected lifetime
utility can be conveniently written as
V ( ) = V B ( ) = E(nj;1;t jnj;t )(w

k) + Q = nj;t + Q,

where Q is the GP’s expected continuation payo¤. However, if the GP does not
make his referral decisions until after he has observed the number of patients
that are seeking his referral services in the current period, then his lifetime
expected utility becomes
V A ( ) = nj;1;t (w

k) + Q.

As we show later in this paper, if a GP has an in…nite patient pool, then nj;1;t
converges almost surely to nj;t . As such, V A ( ) converges almost surely to
V B ( ). Since we are interested in the case in which GPs have in…nite patient
pools, we will focus on V B ( ).
3.2.3

Medical Specialists

We will assume that all medical specialists have the same per-period preferences.
These preferences are de…ned over the price they receive for providing treatment
(r) and the e¤ort they devote to that treatment (e). We will assume that these
preferences may be represented by a quasi-linear Bernoulli utility function that
is additively separable across patients. Each specialist’s per-period per-patient
preferences are given by
zb(r; e) = r

C(e),

where treatment e¤ort can either be high (e = 1) or low (e = 0). The cost
of low e¤ort, C(0), will be normalised to zero, while the cost of high e¤ort is
C(1) = C > 0. Note that an implication of additive separability across patients
is that the marginal disutility of e¤ort is constant. It does not vary with the total
amount of e¤ort being exerted on all of the patients treated by a specialist in
any given period. Let nk;t denote the number of patients a particular specialist
has in period t and the variable 1i;k;t indicate whether or not patient i was
treated by this specialist k in period t. Since specialist per-period preferences
are additively separable across patients, they may be represented by a per-period
Bernoulli utility function of the form
z(r; e) =

I
X
i=1

fr

C (ei;k;t )g 1i;k;t = nk;t r

I
X

C (ei;k;t ) 1i;k;t .

i=1

As was the case with the GPs, the only uncertainty that a¤ects medical specialists relates to the number of patients that will seek their treatment services
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in future periods. This may depend on a number of factors, including the specialist’s current e¤ort choices, the actual health outcomes following low e¤ort
treatment and the incidence of the disease in future periods. The specialist’s
expected lifetime utility can be conveniently written as
Z( ) = nk;t r

I
X

C (ei;k;t ) 1i;k;t + Y ,

i=1

where Y denotes the specialist’s expected continuation payo¤. This payo¤ will
clearly depend on the number of patients that visit him in the future. While
this is in part random, varying with Nature’s decisions about disease incidence,
it will also depend on the future decisions of patients and GPs.

3.3

The nature of equilibria

In this paper, we impose some sequential rationality restrictions on the set of
acceptable equilibria for the supergame. We do this by solving the game by
backwards induction. Since the market process in each period involves incomplete information that is not always revealed following its completion, there will
be many non-singleton information sets in the supergame. As such, we would
expect the set of equilibrium strategy pro…les to depend on players’beliefs about
the prior history of the game at each of their information sets. In an in…nitely
repeated game, these beliefs can be rather complicated.
In order to avoid the complicated beliefs that can arise in in…nitely repeated
games, we will make use of the competitive nature of our model of health care
markets. In particular, we will solve the model in three stages. First, we will
consider an in…nitely repeated game between a representative patient and a representative specialist in the absence of GPs. This will provide a benchmark for
the outcome if a patient chooses to self-refer. We will then consider an in…nitely
repeated game between a representative GP and a representative specialist. We
will assume that the GP has a constant patient pool of in…nite size. This will
provide a benchmark for the outcome if a patient seeks a referral from a GP.
Finally, we will consider a representative patient’s choice between self-referral
and seeking a referral from a GP.

4

The patient-specialist supergame

Our explanation for the structure of gated industries focuses on the role of
intermediaries in ameliorating the market failure resulting from a static moral
hazard problem. In order to pursue this line of reasoning, we need to understand
the outcomes that result in such industries when intermediaries are not present.
These outcomes are analysed in this section.
Suppose that there are no GPs. In these circumstances, the only decisions
that a patient makes are whether to seek treatment and, if so, which specialist
to visit. The only decisions that a specialist needs to make involve the amount
of e¤ort to devote to treating each patient that visits him.
A desire to impose some credibility restrictions on the use of punishment
threats is implicit in our decision to solve the entire supergame by backwards
induction. We will maintain this approach within the patient-specialist supergame. In order to impose some degree of sequential rationality on the set
9

of acceptable equilibria for the patient-specialist supergame, we will restrict
our attention to perfect public equilibria.11 Perfect public equilibria have two
desirable properties, both of which simplify the process of …nding sequentially
rational Nash equilibria for a supergame with imperfect monitoring. The …rst
property is belief independence. It is known that beliefs exist which will support
a perfect public equilibrium as a perfect Bayesian equilibrium.12 . As such, we
know that any perfect public equilibrium is sequentially rational without needing to calculate the actual beliefs that make it so. The other desirable property
of perfect public equilibria is that they are recursive, in the sense that, from any
point in time, they will induce a perfect public equilibrium in every subsequent
continuation game.
However, we would like to extend this backwards induction reasoning to
the stage game itself. Recall that each specialist gets to make all of his e¤ort
choices after he observes which patients are seeking treatment from him in
that period, as well as any continuation payo¤s that the patients can credibly
promise. As such, we will solve each specialist’s problem …rst, conditional on
the patients’strategy choices. We will then solve each patient’s problem under
the assumption that the specialists will respond accordingly.
Specialists’strategy choices in the stage game simply amount to a choice of
treatment e¤ort for each patient that seeks treatment from them. We assumed
earlier that the specialists’ payo¤s were additively separable across patients.
Furthermore, patients cannot directly communicate treatment outcomes with
each other in this model. As such, there is no direct gain for a specialist from
linking his e¤ort choices across patients. We will assume throughout this section
that each specialist chooses the e¤ort he will devote to treating each of his
patients independently of the e¤ort devoted to treating his other patients. When
choosing the amount of e¤ort to devote to treating a particular patient, the
specialist will simply way up the expected lifetime utility of exerting high e¤ort
against that of exerting low e¤ort. In each case, the expected lifetime utility will
clearly depend on the expected continuation payo¤s promised by the patient.
Patients’strategy choices consist of three components in this model. These
components are a treatment decision, the choice of specialist in the event that
treatment is chosen and a credible statement about their future treatment and
specialist choices if they happen to get sick again. These future strategy choices
can be represented by the choice of a continuation payo¤ for that specialist.
This continuation payo¤ can vary with treatment outcomes.

4.1

The treatment choices of specialists

Since we wish to solve the specialist’s problem …rst, suppose that a representative patient (i) who is sick has decided to seek treatment from some specialist
(k). The patient will be able to motivate high e¤ort from this specialist if and
only if he can credibly promise continuation payo¤s that will ensure that both
the specialist’s high e¤ort incentive compatibility constraint and participation
constraint are satis…ed. Recall that the patient only observes the outcome of
1 1 The seminal papers on the perfect public equilibrium concept are Abreu et al ([2]) and
Fudenberg et al ([23]). Useful discussions of the concept can be found in Fudenberg and Tirole
([24], chapter 5, sections 5 and 6) and Mailath and Samuelson ([42], chapter 7).
1 2 See Fudenberg et al ([23], pp. 8-9). More recent work on belief-free equilibria can be
found in Ely et al ([21]).
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the treatment and not the e¤ort devoted to treatment by the specialist. Furthermore, the patient only observes his own health outcomes and not those of
other patients treated by the specialist. Similarly, the specialist only observes
the patient’s health outcomes when he treats the patient and not when the patient is treated by another specialist. Since we are restricting our attention to
public strategies, the continuation payo¤s can only be conditioned on the patient’s history of health outcomes following treatment by this specialist. With
prices …xed, the only punishment available to a patient is to dump the treating
specialist.
This dumping strategy could be employed temporarily, with the patient refusing to visit that particular specialist at any time in the next T periods or the
next T times he is sick. Alternatively, it could be employed permanently, with
the patient refusing to ever seek treatment from that specialist again. The patient could choose to trigger the punishment only after a series of bad outcomes,
or if the proportion of bad outcomes exceeds some threshold. Alternatively, the
patient could trigger the punishment after only a single bad outcome. The
most extreme punishment that could be chosen involves the patient permanently dumping the specialist if there is ever a bad outcome.13 The extreme
punishment strategy requires the speci…cation of two continuation payo¤s, one
for histories in which the patient always has good outcomes following treatment
(V (1)) and one for histories in which there is at least one bad outcome (V (0)).
We will focus on this strategy in the analysis below.
Proposition 1 The specialist will prefer to provide high e¤ ort treatment to a
patient rather than low e¤ ort treatment if and only if the treatment price matches
or exceeds some threshold price.
Proof. Under the extreme punishment strategy employed by the patient, the
specialist’s high e¤ort incentive compatibility constraint is:
r

C + V (1)

r + [ V (1) + (1

)V (0)] ,

which simpli…es to:
V (1)

V (0) +

C
(1

)

.

Since punishment involves dumping the specialist forever, we can set V (0) =
0. Furthermore, since the price of treatment is exogenous, the highest continuation payo¤ for a history of only good outcomes that a patient could credibly
o¤er is a constant stream of the static payo¤ to high e¤ort. This is:
V (1) =

1
X

t

(r

C) =

t=0

(r
(1

C)
.
)

Substituting these continuation payo¤s into the high e¤ort constraint yields:
(r
(1

C)
)

C
(1

)

.

1 3 Recall that in this model, bad health outcomes following treatment can only occur if the
specialist devotes low e¤ort to that treatment.
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After some rearranging, this becomes:
(1

r

)+
(1

(1
)

)

C,

or alternatively:
r

1+

(1
(1

)
)

C.

We will call this inequality the threshold price inequality.
The threshold price referred to in proposition 1 is the lowest price at which a
specialist will be willing to provide high e¤ort treatment rather than low e¤ort
treatment. Speci…cally, in the absence of GPs, the threshold price is given by:
rb = 1 +

(1
(1

)
)

C.

Recall that 2 (0; 1) and 2 (0; 1). Furthermore, specialists are neither perfectly patient nor perfectly impatient, so that 2 (0; 1). As such, the threshold
price inequality in Proposition 1 implies the following result.
Proposition 2 If high e¤ ort treatment is to be provided, then the price of such
treatment must exceed the marginal cost of such treatment.14
This result is somewhat unusual for a competitive economy. It is generated
by the asymmetric information that is present in the market for treatment
services. The gap between the threshold treatment price and the disutility
incurred by a specialist that provides high e¤ort treatment is an information
rent that must be paid in order to induce specialists to provide high e¤ort
treatment.
While the threshold price inequality in Proposition 1 guarantees that any
specialist that provides treatment will prefer providing high e¤ort treatment to
low e¤ort treatment, we still need to establish the circumstances under which a
specialist would want to provide treatment of either variety. To simplify matters,
we will assume that the specialist’s reservation utility has been normalised to
zero.
First, let us establish conditions under which the specialist will prefer to
provide high e¤ort treatment than provide no treatment whatsoever. If the
specialist refuses to treat a patient, he will receive no surplus from that transaction. It is possible that the patient could punish such behaviour in a similar
way to the punishment used for a bad health outcome from treatment. However,
no such punishment is necessary to induce treatment in those cases where the
patient can motivate high e¤ort treatment from the specialist.
Proposition 3 If the high e¤ ort incentive compatibility condition holds, then
the specialist will prefer to provide high e¤ ort treatment to the patient rather
than not treating the patient at all.
Proof. We know from Proposition 2 that if the high e¤ort incentive compatibility constraint is satis…ed, then r > C. This is su¢ cient to ensure that the
1 4 This

result is similar to that obtained by Klein and Le- er ([36]).
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specialist would receive positive surplus if he provides high e¤ort treatment to
the patient. Since the specialist receives no surplus if he refuses to treat the
patient, he will prefer to provide high e¤ort treatment to the patient rather than
not treat the patient at all.
Note that the result in Proposition 3 holds, even if no dynamic punishment
for non-treatment is used by the patient. If patients are able to motivate high
e¤ort from the specialist, they can automatically ensure participation.
Suppose instead that the high e¤ort incentive compatibility constraint does
not hold. In this case, the specialist will only provide low e¤ort treatment, if
any treatment is provided at all.
Proposition 4 If the high e¤ ort incentive compatibility constraint does not
hold, then the specialist will (weakly) prefer to provide low e¤ ort treatment to
the patient over not treating the patient at all if the prevailing treatment price
is non-negative.
Proof. If the specialist provides low e¤ort treatment, then he only incurs the
disutility associated with low e¤ort treatment. Thus his cost of treatment is
C(0) = 0. As such, any non-negative price for treatment will be su¢ cient to
induce the specialist to o¤er treatment, even if the patient does not employ any
dynamic punishments for non-treatment.
Note that if the treatment price is positive, then the specialist will earn a
positive surplus from the transaction. Even in the absence of dynamic punishments for non-treatment, this still exceeds the surplus from non-treatment,
which is zero. If the price is zero, then in the absence of dynamic punishments
for non-treatment, the specialist will be indi¤erent between providing low e¤ort
treatment to the patient and not treating the patient at all. We will adopt
the standard convention and assume that when the specialist is indi¤erent between providing low e¤ort treatment and no treatment, the specialist chooses
to provide low e¤ort treatment.
The results in Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 ensure that motivating specialists to provide treatment is not a problem in this economy. The only question
is whether they will provide high e¤ort treatment or low e¤ort treatment. The
conditions under which high e¤ort treatment will be provided are given by the
threshold price inequality in Proposition 1. If this high e¤ort incentive compatibility condition does not hold, then low e¤ort treatment will be provided.

4.2

The treatment choices of patients

Patient’s preferences depend on both their health state and their expenditure
on health care. A sick patient will only seek treatment if the expected bene…ts
in terms of a higher probability of good health exceed the cost of the treatment.
A patient who is not sick will not seek treatment, since doing so will involve a
cost but yield no bene…t. As such, we will focus on the treatment choices of a
sick patients. Since there are no GPs present in this hypothetical economy, the
patient cannot seek a referral. As such, if the patient chooses to seek treatment,
the only expenditure incurred will be the treatment price, so that p = r. Prior to
seeking treatment in any given period, a sick patient does not know the amount
of e¤ort that will be exerted by the treating specialist. As such, his expected
utility from treatment is:
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U (h; p) = B

r + M,

where M is the patients expected continuation payo¤ if he seeks treatment in
the current period and = + (1
) is the patient’s belief that he will be
cured following treatment in the current period.
In principle, we could allow the continuation payo¤ to vary with the decision
to seek treatment for disease k and the health state following any such treatment in every period up until and including the current period. The reason for
this is that these will be observed by both the representative patient and the
representative specialist. However, given the competitive nature of this model,
we will assume that specialists do not condition their future strategy choices on
the history of treatment choices or the health outcomes of their patients in the
current period. As such, from a patient’s point of view, the continuation payo¤
does not vary with the public history of either the treatment choices for disease
k or the public history of health outcomes following any such treatment. Hence
we can set all of the patient’s continuation payo¤s in the current period equal
to M . Given this, the patient’s expected utility if he does not seek treatment
is:
U0 = M.
Proposition 5 If the treatment price is not too high, a sick patient will seek
treatment.
Proof. A sick patient will seek treatment if and only if the following individual
rationality constraint is satis…ed:
B

r+ M

M.

This constraint simpli…es to the following restriction on the treatment price:
r

B.

Thus, so long as the treatment price does not exceed the expected bene…t to
the patient from treatment, he will seek treatment.
A patient who is using the extreme dumping strategy outlined previously will
know whether or not the treatment price is at least as large as the high e¤ort
threshold price. As such, the patient will know whether or not he will receive
high e¤ort treatment. This allows us to be more speci…c about the patient’s
decision to seek treatment.
Proposition 6 If the treatment price matches or exceeds the threshold treatment price, a sick patient will seek treatment whenever r B. If the treatment
price is less than the threshold treatment price, a sick patient will seek treatment
whenever r
B.
Proof. If the treatment price matches or exceeds the threshold price, then the
patient knows that he will receive high e¤ort treatment. As such, = 1 and
hence = 1. Thus the maximum treatment price that the patient will be willing
to pay in this case is r = B. If the treatment price is less than the threshold
price, then the patient knows that he will receive low e¤ort treatment. As such,
14

= 0 and hence = . Thus the maximum treatment price that the patient
will be willing to pay in this case is r = B.
Clearly, the extreme dumping strategy is designed to induce the specialist
to provide high e¤ort treatment. Assuming that a patient uses the extreme
dumping strategy, we have characterised the range of prices for he will seek and
receive high e¤ort treatment. We have also characterised the range of prices for
which he will seek and receive low e¤ort treatment. However, we have not yet
established that a sick patient would prefer high e¤ort treatment to low e¤ort
treatment.
Proposition 7 A sick patient will always prefer to receive high e¤ ort treatment
rather than low e¤ ort treatment for any given treatment price.
Proof. The payo¤ to a sick patient who receives high e¤ort treatment is B r +
M . The payo¤ to a sick patient who receives low e¤ort treatment is B r+ M .
The patient will prefer high e¤ort treatment over low e¤ort treatment if and only
if:
B r+ M
B r + M.
This expression simpli…es to:
(1

)B

0.

Since 2 (0; 1) and B > 0, this inequality is always satis…ed. As such, a sick
patient will prefer high e¤ort treatment to low e¤ort treatment for any given
treatment price.
We now know that a patient will prefer high e¤ort treatment to low e¤ort
treatment and that he can motivate a specialist to provide high e¤ort treatment
if the treatment price is su¢ ciently high.

4.3

Long-run and short-run relationships

If a patient is able to motivate high e¤ort treatment from the specialist, then
he is said to have a long-run relationship with that specialist. If a patient is not
able to motivate high e¤ort treatment from a specialist, then he is said to have a
short-run relationship with that specialist. We have already found conditions on
the prevailing treatment price that will allow us to characterise the relationship
between a patient and a specialist as either long-run or short-run. However, it
is perhaps more intuitive to de…ne a short-run relationship between a patient
and a specialist in terms of the probability that a patient will need the services
of a specialist in any given period. After all, if that probability is su¢ ciently
low, a patient that is being treated in the current period will be unlikely to
require treatment for the foreseeable future. Given that the specialist is not
perfectly patient ( < 1), he is likely to ignore any impact on this patient’s
future demand for his services when choosing his current e¤ort level. Recall
that threshold treatment price for ensuring high e¤ort treatment was a function
of the probability that the patient will get sick in any given period. As such,
we can rearrange the high e¤ort incentive compatibility condition to provide a
restriction on the probability that a patient gets sick in any given period.
Proposition 8 A patient has a short-run relationship with a specialist if and
only if at least one of the following three conditions hold: (a) (r C) 0, (b)
< b and (c) b > 1.
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Proof. Recall that a patient can motivate high e¤ort treatment from a specialist
if and only if:
(1
)
r
1+
C.
(1
)
Since this requires that (r
e¤ort treatment if (r C)
to obtain:

C) > 0, we know that the patient will receive low
0. We can rearrange the threshold price inequality
b=

(1
(1

)C
.
)(r C)

Thus a patient will have a short-run relationship with a specialist if
< b.
Finally, note that 2 [0; 1] since it is a probability. As such, if b > 1, then the
patient will have a short-run relationship with the specialist.
If none of the conditions in Proposition 8 hold, then the patient will have a
long-run relationship with the specialist.
Proposition 9 The patient will have a long-run relationship with the specialist
if and only if all of the following conditions hold: (a) (r C) > 0, (b)
b
and (c) b 1.

5

The GP-specialist supergame

Suppose that patients only have short-run relationships with specialists. They
might be willing to seek a referral from a GP if they thought that this would
result in high e¤ort treatment and obtaining the referral was not too costly.
In this section, we examine the circumstances under which a GP will be able
to motivate a specialist to provide high e¤ort treatment to all of the patients
that are referred to the specialist by him. In order to incorporate the idea that
each GP has a large patient pool that is stable in size, we will ultimately assume
that each GP has an in…nite patient pool. This assumption is required to ensure
that it will be rational for specialists to hold static expectations with respect to
the size of GP patient pools. A specialist has static expectations about a GP’s
patient pool if, in any given period, he believes that the number of patients
utilising the GP’s services will remain at its level in that period forever. We will
begin the analysis by assuming that the representative GP has a …nite patient
pool of size n. The in…nite patient pool assumption will be implemented by
taking limits as n ! 1.

5.1

Optimal deviation by a specialist

Consider a representative GP, j, who currently has a patient pool of size n.
Suppose that nj;1 of these patients are sick in the current period and that the
GP j chooses specialist k to treat all of these patients. Can the GP motivate
the specialist to exert high e¤ort whenever the specialist is treating patients
referred by him? Before considering this question, we will need to make some
simplifying assumptions about the nature of competition. First, we continue to
assume that all agents are price takers and that prices are set exogenously. In
addition to this, we will assume that specialists have static expectations with
respect to the size of GP patient pools. In any given period, they believe that
the number of patients utilising a GP’s services will remain at its current level
16

forever. Justi…cations for this assumption are provided later in this paper, when
the price formation process is considered.
Suppose that a specialist decides to deviate and shirk in his treatment of at
least one of GP j’s patients. What is the specialist’s optimal deviation? This
amounts to determining how many of the nj;1 patients should receive low e¤ort
treatment.
Proposition 10 If a specialist chooses to shirk when treating any patient referred to him by a particular GP in a particular period, then he will shirk when
treating every patient referred to him by that GP in that period.
Proof. If nj;1 = 1, this question is easy to answer. The only possible deviation
from high e¤ort treatment for all of GP j’s patients is to shirk for that lone patient. When nj;1 > 1, the specialist could choose to provide low e¤ort treatment
for all of these patients or just for some subset of them. From the specialist’s
point of view, all of the patients referred by a particular GP in any given period
are identical. Thus we need only consider the number of these patients that
receive low e¤ort treatment and not their individual identities. Let mj;1 denote
the number of patients referred to the specialist by GP j in the current period
that receive low e¤ort treatment. If the GP employs an all or nothing punishment strategy, then only two continuation payo¤s need to be speci…ed. These
are the payo¤ to only good health outcomes, V (1), and the payo¤ if there are
any bad outcomes, V (0).
We will assume that the GP follows up on the treatment outcomes for all
of the patients he refers at the end of each period. Thus the GP can condition
the specialist’s continuation payo¤s on whether or not a bad outcome occurs for
any of the patients he referred to the specialist in the current period or in any
past period. Given this, the payo¤ to the specialist from providing low e¤ort
treatment to mj;1 of the nj;1 patients referred by GP j is
h
i
m(j;1)
m(j;1)
bs (mj;1 ; nj;1 ) = nj;1 r (nj;1 mj;1 ) C +
U
V (1) + 1
V (0) .
If the GP’s punishment for a bad outcome is to sack the specialist, so that
V (0) = 0, this becomes
bs (mj;1 ; nj;1 ) = nj;1 r
U

(nj;1

mj;1 ) C +

m(j;1)

V (1).

Di¤erentiating this with respect to the number of patients for which the specialist shirks (mj;1 ), we obtain
bs (mj;1 ; nj;1 )
@U
=C+
@mj;1

m(j;1)

ln( )V (1).

Since 2 (0; 1), so that ln( ) < 0, the sign of this derivative is ambiguous. We
could assume that the derivative is always positive, but that would place strong
restrictions on the size of the disutility of e¤ort. Notice that, since ln( ) > 1
because > 0, we have
lim

m(j;1)!1

m(j;1)

ln( )V (1) = (0) ln( )V (1) = 0.
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Hence, for su¢ ciently large mj;1 , the derivative will be positive. Indeed, the
derivative is monotonically increasing in mj;1 , since
bs (mj;1 ; nj;1 )
@2U
=
@m2j;1

m(j;1)

2

[ln( )] V (1) > 0 for all mj;1 .

bs (mj;1 ; nj;1 ) with respect to mj;1 is positive for all mj;1 ,
If the …rst derivative of U
then the unique optimal deviation is for the specialist to shirk for all of GP j’s
patients. If the derivative is negative for su¢ ciently low mj;1 , then there are two
possibilities for the optimal deviation. One possibility is that the specialist will
not want to shirk at all, so that mj;1 = 0, in which case there is no deviation.
However, if the specialist is going to shirk for any of GP j’s patients, he will
choose to shirk for all of them. The optimal deviation is thus mj;1 = nj;1 .
The intuition behind this result is clear. The marginal bene…t of shirking
is simply the avoided cost of e¤ort for the additional patient (C), which is
constant. It does not change as the number of patients referred by GP j that
receive low e¤ort treatment increases. However, the additional probability of
being detected (and hence the expected marginal cost of shirking) falls as the
number of patients referred by GP j that receive low e¤ort treatment increases.
As such, if the specialist chooses to shirk when treating any of GP j’s patients
in any given period, he will shirk when treating all of GP j’s patients in that
period.
We are now in a position to derive the maximum payo¤ that a specialist
will receive if he shirks for any of GP j’s patients when GP j is employing the
extreme punishment strategy outlined earlier.
Proposition 11 If a GP employs the extreme punishment strategy, the maximum payo¤ to a specialist who fails to provide high e¤ ort treatment for all of
the patients referred by that GP is
bs (deviate) = nj;1 r +
U

n(j;1)

V (1).

Proof. We have already shown that the optimal deviation for a specialist
involves setting mj;1 = nj;1 . Substituting this into the expression for the specialists payo¤ yields
bs (deviate) = U
bs (nj;1 ; nj;1 ) = nj;1 r +
U

n(j;1)

V (1).

A GP will be able to motivate high e¤ort treatment from a specialist for all
of his patients if and only if the payo¤ to specialist from providing only high
e¤ort treatment exceeds both the payo¤ to his optimal deviation and the payo¤
to refusing
to treat the patients. The conditions under which a specialist would prefer
to provide high e¤ort treatment to all of the patients referred from GP j are
derived in the next subsection of this paper. The conditions under which the
specialist will choose to treat all of GP j’s patients are considered in the following
subsection of this paper.
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5.2

Incentive compatibility constraints for specialists

A specialist will provide high e¤ort treatment to all of the patients that are
referred to him by a particular GP only if the payo¤ to doing so exceeds the
payo¤ that he would receive from shirking for at least some of these patients.
This requires that the treatment price be su¢ ciently high.
Proposition 12 A specialist will weakly prefer to provide high e¤ ort treatment
to all of the patients that are referred to him by a particular GP in a given period
over the provision of low e¤ ort treatment to one or more of these patients if the
treatment price exceed some threshold price. The threshold price is given by
3
2
n
(1
)
j;1
5 C.
rb(nj;1 ; nj ) = 41 +
n(j;1)
n
1
j j

Proof. The payo¤ to the specialist from providing high e¤ort treatment for all
of GP j’s patients is
bs (no deviation) = nj;1 (r
U

C) + V (1).

Thus the specialist will choose to provide high e¤ort treatment to every patient
referred by GP j only if the payo¤ from doing so matches or exceeds the largest
possible payo¤ from not doing so. This requires that
nj;1 (r

C) + V (1)

n(j;1)

nj;1 r +

V (1),

which can be rearranged to obtain
nj;1 C

V (1)

.

n(j;1)

1

In determining the equilibrium continuation payo¤, V (1), we need to remember that the specialists have static beliefs about the size of each GP’s patient
pool, nj .15 Given this, the highest continuation payo¤ for a history of only good
outcomes that a GP can credibly o¤er is a constant stream of the expected static
payo¤ to high e¤ort. This is
V (1) =

1
X

t

nj (r

C) =

t=0

nj (r C)
.
(1
)

Note that (r C) is the net payo¤ per patient when the specialist exerts high
e¤ort, while nj is the expected number of GP j’s patients that will be sick in
any given period. Substituting this into the high e¤ort ICC we obtain
nj (r C)
(1
)

nj;1 C
1

n(j;1)

,

1 5 Strictly speaking, this only makes sense if GPs have in…nite patient pools. All that
specialists observe is the number of patients that are referred to them by a particular GP in
any given period (nj;1 ). As such, they need to infer the size of the GP’s patient pool (nj ) on
the basis of this information. Since nj;1
bin ( ; nj ), the specialist will view nj as a nondegenerate random variable if the GP has a …nite patient pool. However, if the GP has an
in…nite patient pool, then nj;1 is almost surely in…nite. This greatly simpli…es the statistical
inference problem facing the specialist. If a specialist receives an in…nite number of referrals
from a particular GP, then he knows that the GP has an in…nite patient pool.
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which can be rearranged to yield
2
r

41 +

nj;1 (1
nj

1

)
n(j;1)

3

5 C.

If the prevailing treatment price does not fall below this threshold, then the
GP will be able to assure his patients that they will provided with high e¤ort
treatment by this specialist in the current period.
We will denote the threshold price, below which a GP cannot ensure high
e¤ort treatment for all of his patients, by rb(nj ; nj;1 ). Note that when GPs have
…nite patient pools, this threshold price is a random variable. The reason for this
is that the threshold price is a function of the number members of a GP’s patient
pool who are sick in a particular period. This means that a patient cannot be
sure that any particular GP will be able to motivate high e¤ort treatment on
the part of a specialist, even if he knows both the prevailing treatment price and
the size of each GPs patient pool. This situation can be avoided if GPs have
in…nite patient pools.
Proposition 13 If each GP has an in…nite patient pool, then the threshold
treatment price is almost surely C .
Proof. Consider a GP who has a patient pool of size nj . Suppose that nj;1 of
these patients are sick in a particular period. The threshold treatment price for
such a GP will be
2
3
"
#
n
(1
)
(1
)
j;1
j
5C = 1 +
rb(nj ; nj;1 ) = 41 +
C,
n(j;1)
1
j
nj 1

where

j

=

nj;1
nj is
n(j;1)

the proportion of the GPs patients who are sick in that period

and j =
is the probability that a specialist who shirks when treating
all of these patients does not get caught. Determining what happens to the
threshold price as the size of a GP’s patient pool approaches in…nity requires us
to determine what happens to nj;1 as nj ! 1. This is not straightforward, as
the relationship between nj;1 and nj is stochastic. Indeed, nj;1 can be viewed
as the number of negative outcomes in a random sample of nj Bernoulli trials,
where the probability of a negative outcome on any given trial is . As such,
nj;1 is a binomially distributed random variable, with parameters nj and .
The speci…c number of patients that are referred to a specialist by a GP in
any given period is simply a particular realisation of this underlying random
variable. Unfortunately, it is this actual realisation that enters a specialist’s
high e¤ort incentive compatibility constraint and hence the threshold price.
In …nite samples, any particular realisation of nj;1 could occur with positive
probability. However, in an in…nite sample, we can use limiting arguments to
show that the relative proportion of negative outcomes ( j ) is almost surely
equal to the probability of a negative outcome in a single trial ( ). This in turn
allows us to show that each GP almost surely has an in…nite number of sick
patients in each period. Furthermore, the probability that any specialist who
shirks when treating all of these patients is not caught is almost surely equal
to zero. The combination of these limiting results allows us to show that the
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threshold price for any GP who has an in…nite patient pool is almost surely a
constant.
First, we need to show that j almost surely converges to as nj approaches
in…nity. Recall that
n(j)
nj;1
1 X
=
1i(j);1 ,
j =
nj
nj
i(j)=1

where 1i(j);1 is an indicator variable that takes on the value one if a particular
member of GP j’s patient pool, patient i(j), has the disease in the current period
and zero otherwise. The summation is over GP j’s entire patient pool for the
current period. Not that each of these indicator variables is a Bernoulli random
variable that takes on the value one with probability and zero otherwise. As
n(j)
such, 1i(j);1 i(j)=1 is a sequence of independent and identically distributed
Bernoulli random variables. Furthermore, note that
E 1i(j);1 = (1) + (1

)(0) =

for all ij 2 f1; 2;

; nj g.

Thus, from the strong law of large numbers16 , we know that
Pr

lim

n(j)!1

j

=

= 1.

Hence we can conclude that the relative proportion of sick patients in any given
period for a particular GP ( j ) is almost surely equal to the probability that
any individual patient is sick in any given period ( ) if the GP has an in…nite
patient pool. Now we want to show that the probability that any specialist who
shirks when treating all of a GPs patients in any given period is not caught is
almost surely equal to zero when the GP has an in…nite patient pool. Since
n(j;1)
and 2 (0; 1), this will be clearly be the case if nj;1 approaches
j =
in…nity as nj approaches in…nity. Note that
nj;1 =

nj;1
nj

nj =

j nj .

Furthermore,
lim

n(j)!1

nj = 1:

Thus we can conclude that
a:s:

nj;1 ! ( ) (1) = 1.
1 6 See Billingsley ([8], pp. 85-86) for a discussion of the strong law of large numbers. Note
that when GP patient pools are …nite, the number of members in a GP’s patient pool is an
integer. As such, when we take the limit as this number approaches in…nity, we are restricting
our attention to the set of natural numbers. In e¤ect, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between each member of a GP’s patient pool and each element of the set of natural numbers
when that GP has an in…nite patient pool. As such, each GP has a countable number of
patients. This ensures that the standard version of the strong law of large numbers applies
in the model considered in this paper. If we had assumed that each GP had a continuum of
patients instead of a countably in…nite number of patients, we would have needed to use the
techniques mentioned in Judd ([35]). The reason for this is that each GP would have had an
uncountable number of patients in that case.
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Hence we know that the probability that any specialist who shirks when treating
all of a GPs patients in any given period is not caught is almost surely equal to
zero when the GP has an in…nite patient pool.
We are now in a position to look at what happens to the threshold price,
rb(nj ; nj;1 ), as the size of GP’s patient pools get very large. Note that rb(nj ; nj;1 )
is a continuous function of j and j as long as j 6= 1. Furthermore, since
2 (0; 1) ensures that j 2 [0; 1), we do not need to worry about the potential
discontinuity at j = 1. This means that
a:s:

rb(nj ; nj;1 ) ! 1 +

(1
(1

)
C=
0)

+1

C=

C

.

Thus we have established that the threshold treatment price for any GP with
an in…nite patient pool is almost surely C .

5.3

Participation constraints for specialists

While we have established the conditions under which a specialist will prefer
providing high e¤ort treatment to low e¤ort treatment, we still need to establish
that the specialist would prefer providing high e¤ort treatment for all of the
patients referred by a particular GP to not providing some or all of them with
any treatment. If the specialist refuses to treat any of a GP’s referrals, he
will receive no surplus from that transaction. It is possible that the GP could
punish such behaviour by refusing to refer any future patients to that specialist.
However, as in the case without GPs, no such punishment is necessary to induce
treatment in those cases where the GP can motivate high e¤ort treatment from
the specialist.
Proposition 14 If the high e¤ ort incentive compatibility constraint is satis…ed
for a specialist with respect to a particular GP, then the specialist will prefer
to provide high e¤ ort treatment to any patient referred by that GP in a given
period, rather than not treat the patient at all.
Proof. Since specialists are not perfectly patient ( 2 (0; 1)), the threshold
price must exceed the cost of high e¤ort treatment. Thus we must have r
rb(nj ; nj;1 ) > C. This is su¢ cient to ensure that the specialist would receive
positive surplus if he provides high e¤ort treatment to the patient. Since the
specialist will receive zero surplus from any patient he refuses to treat, he will
prefer to provide high e¤ort treatment rather than no treatment whatsoever.
Thus the specialist will prefer to provide high e¤ort treatment to the patient than not treat the patient at all, even if no dynamic punishment for nontreatment is used by the referring GP. If a GP is able to motivate high e¤ort
from the specialist, he can automatically ensure participation.
Suppose instead that the high e¤ort incentive compatibility constraint does
not hold. In this case, the specialist will only provide low e¤ort treatment to
any patient referred by the GP in that period, if any treatment is provided at
all.
Proposition 15 If the high e¤ ort incentive compatibility constraint is not satis…ed for a specialist with respect to a particular GP, then the specialist will
weakly prefer to provide low e¤ ort treatment to any patient that is referred to
him by that GP in a given period, rather than not treat the patient at all.
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Proof. If the specialist only provides low e¤ort treatment for each of the patients referred by the GP, then he only incurs the disutility associated with low
e¤ort treatment, C(0) = 0, for each of those patients. As such, any non-negative
price for treatment will be su¢ cient to induce the specialist to o¤er at least low
e¤ort treatment, even if the GP does not employ any dynamic punishments for
non-treatment.

5.4

Participation constraints for GPs

GP’s will be willing to provide referral services if and only if the discounted
present value of their expected revenues exceeds that of their expected costs.
Like all of the other players in this economy, GPs are price takers. As such,
the only way their future revenue can be a¤ected is by patients choosing not
to utilise their referral services. Since prices and costs are exogenously …xed
and constant across time in this economy, patients cannot induce specialists to
provide treatment at a price below cost now in return for their future custom
at above cost prices. Thus, GPs will provide their referral services if and only
if the price per referral is at least as high as the cost per referral (w k).
Proposition 16 GPs will o¤ er referral services if and only if the referral price
exceeds the marginal cot of a referral.
Proof. Recall that there are no …xed costs associated with providing referral
services in this economy. Furthermore, the variable costs are constant. As such,
the marginal cost of a referral equals the average cost per referral. Given this,
the proposition follows from the above arguments.

6

Industry structure with exogenous prices

The structure of the health care industry will be jointly determined by the decisions of patients, general practitioners and specialists. We have characterised
the conditions under which patients can motivate high e¤ort treatment from specialists by themselves and the conditions under which GPs can motivate high
e¤ort treatment from specialists for all of their patients. We have also analysed
the conditions under which GPs will be willing to o¤er their referral services
and specialists will be willing to o¤er their treatment services. Finally, we have
analysed the conditions under which a patient will demand treatment services
alone. All that remains is for us to determine the circumstances under which
a patient will prefer to seek both treatment and a referral over both treatment
alone and no treatment whatsoever. We will then be in a position to describe
how the structure of the health care industry will vary with both the treatment
price and the referral price.

6.1

The referral choices of patients

In order to determine the circumstances under which a patient will seek a referral, we need to compare the payo¤ that a patient gets from obtaining a referral
and treatment with both the payo¤ that the patient would get if he sought treatment alone and the payo¤ he would get without treatment. We can ignore the
possibility that a patient will seek a referral alone because it would not improve
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his expected health status but it would use resources that could otherwise be
spent on consumption. The treatment outcomes facing a patient who chooses
not to seek a referral will be the same as those in the absence of GPs. Recall
that these treatment outcomes varied with the prevailing treatment price as
follows:
8
high e¤ort treatment,
if r 2 [b
r1 ; B] ;
>
>
>
>
<
low e¤ort treatment, if r 2 [0; min fb
r1 ; Bg) ;
treatment outcome =
>
>
>
>
:
no treatment,
otherwise;
where

rb1 = 1 +

(1
(1

)

)

C.

The patient’s continuation payo¤ is not a¤ected by the current period outcome.
As such, we can focus on the current period payo¤s facing the patient. In the
absence of a referral, these are
8
B r
if r 2 [b
r1 ; B] ;
>
>
>
>
<
B r if r 2 [0; min fb
r1 ; Bg) ;
EU (h; r) =
>
>
>
>
:
0
otherwise.

Now suppose that a patient seeks a referral. The treatment outcomes for a
patient who has a referral are
8
high e¤ort treatment,
if r 2 C ; B ;
>
>
>
>
<
treatment outcome =
low e¤ort treatment, if r 2 0; min C ; B ;
>
>
>
>
:
no treatment,
otherwise.

The patient’s payo¤s if he seeks a referral are
8
B r w
if r 2 C ; B ;
>
>
>
>
<
EU (h; r + w) =
B r w if r 2 0; min C ; B
>
>
>
>
:
0
otherwise.

;

Proposition 17 A necessary condition for a patient to seek a referral is that
r 2 C ; rb1 .

Proof. Clearly, if r 2 [b
r1 ; B], then the patient will choose not to seek a referral
if w > 0. When w = o, the patient will be indi¤erent between seeking a
referral and self-referring. In these circumstances, we will assume that the
patient self-refers. As such, whenever, r 2 [b
r1 ; B], patients will not seek referrals.
Furthermore, if r 2 0; C , then patients who seek treatment will receive low
e¤ort treatment regardless of whether or not they have a referral. As such, these
patients will not seek a referral either. Thus, a necessary condition for patients
to seek a referral is that r 2 C ; rb1 .
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While this is a necessary condition for a patient to seek a referral, it is not
a su¢ cient condition. When treatment prices satisfy r 2 C ; rb1 , a patient will
receive high e¤ort treatment if he obtains a referral and low e¤ort treatment if
he self-refers. As such, his expected health bene…ts will be higher if he obtains a
referral. However, his treatment costs will also be higher unless treatment is free.
As such, a patient will seek a referral only if the additional expected bene…ts
from receiving high e¤ort treatment match or exceed the cost of a referral.
Proposition 18 A patient will seek a referral if and only if both r 2
and w (1
) B.

C

; rb1

Proof. we have already established that a patient will not seek a referral unless
r 2 C ; rb1 . Even if this condition is satis…ed, the payo¤ to obtaining a referral
must be at least as high as the payo¤ to self-referring if the patient is to seek a
referral. This requires that
B

r

w

B

(1

) B.

r,

which can be rearranged to yield
w

6.2

The equilibrium industry structure

We have established the circumstances under which patients will seek a referral
and treatment, seek treatment alone and seek neither treatment nor referral.
We have also established the conditions under which GPs will o¤er their referral
services and specialists will o¤er their treatment services. The market outcome
will vary with the prevailing treatment and referral prices. The relationship
between market outcomes and prices is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Market outcomes
Market Outcomes

Circumstances
r2

C

; rb1 , w

(1

) B, r + w

B

r 2 [b
r1 ; B]

r 2 0; min
r2

C

C

High e¤ort treatment, referral
High e¤ort treatment, no referral

; B

Low e¤ort treatment, no referral

; min f B; rb1 g , w < k

Low e¤ort treatment, no referral

Otherwise

No treatment, no referral

These market outcomes can be illustrated in (r; w)-space. A variety of possible outcomes are illustrated in Figures 1 to 3. Note that the presence of GPs
allows for the existence of a region in (r; w)-space in which patients will choose
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to seek a referral. This will result in them getting high e¤ort treatment where,
in most cases, they would not do so otherwise. This provides the foundation
for a demand driven explanation for the existence of GPs. When treatment and
referral prices fall in this region, patients will prefer to have the option of seeking
a referral from a GP. The reason for this is that GPs are able to motivate high
e¤ort treatment from specialists when prices fall in this region, while patients
cannot do so. Furthermore, the additional health bene…ts that patients expect
to receive from high e¤ort treatment exceed the additional cost of seeking a
referral when prices fall in this region.
In general, specialists do not like the presence of GPs. The reason for this
is that they need to provide high e¤ort treatment, which involves a higher
disutility of e¤ort for them, but they do not receive any additional remuneration. However, there are some circumstances in which both patients and specialists prefer to have GPs present. These situations involve treatment prices
that satisfy r 2 C ; B , where this interval is non-empty. In the absence of
GPs, patients would not seek treatment and specialists would earn no profits. If GPs are present, then patients will seek both a referral and treatment. Specialist will provide high e¤ort treatment and earn positive pro…ts.
If k
w
min f(1
)B; B rg, then patients, GPs and specialists will all
weakly prefer the presence of GPs to their absence in such circumstances. As
such, there are some cases in which a gated industry structure weakly Pareto
dominates an ungated industry structure when prices are exogenous. Circumstances such as these occur for some treatment prices in Figure 2.

6.3

The impact of chronic illnesses

Despite the fact that the model employed in this paper explicitly incorporates
only a single disease, it is su¢ ciently ‡exible to allow a comparison between
the industry structures that might prevail for diseases.with di¤erent characteristics Suppose that there are a number of di¤erent types of disease and that
a di¤erent group of specialists treats each disease type. All of the preceeding
analysis carries over to each of these disease types. As such, we can compare the
industry outcomes for each disease type by examining the impact of a change
in the probability that a patient gets sick on the structure of the health care
industry. For example, a patient with a chronic disease is much more likely
to require treatment in any given period that a patient who does not have a
chronic disease. As such, we can examine the impact of a chronic disease by
considering what happens to health industry outcomnes when the probability
opf illness ( ) increases.
Proposition 19 The threshold price above which an individual patient can motivate high e¤ ort treatment from a specialist is a decreasing function of the probability of the patient contracting a particular illness in any given period.
Proof. Recall that the threshold price above which an individual patient can
motivate high e¤ort treatment from a specialist is given by
rb1 = 1 +

(1
(1
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Figure 1: Market outcomes when B <
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Figure 2: Market outcomes when
w
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Figure 3: Market outcomes when
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θB

B

Partially di¤erentiating this expression with respect to
@b
r1
=
@
since

2 (0; 1),

2 (0; 1),

yields

(1
)C
< 0,
(1
)

2

2 (0; 1] and C > 0.

Proposition 20 The threshold price above which a GP with an in…nite patient
pool can motivate high e¤ ort treatment from a specialist does not vary the probability of a patient contracting a particular illness in any given period.
Proof. Recall that the threshold price above which A GP with an in…nite
patient pool can motivate high e¤ort treatment from a specialist is almost surely
given by
C
rb1 = .

Partially di¤erentiating this with respect to

yields

@b
r1
= 0.
@
As such, the threshold price almost surely facing a GP with an in…nite patient
pool will be the same for all diseases that occur with positive probability. Thus
the threshold price will be the same for both chronic and rare diseases.
We can use these two reults to examine the impact of disease incidence on
the structure of the health care industry. A chronic illness will have a high
probability of occurence in each period. This increases the likelihood that a
patient will be able to motivate high e¤ort treatment without the need for a
referral. As such, it reduces the likelihood that a patient will seek a referral.
This can been seen in each of Figures 1 to 3. As the probability of a disease
occuring in any given period increases, rb1 falls while rb1 stays the same. Hence
if nothing else changes, the unshaded area that represents the referral price and
treatment price combinations for which a patient will seek a referral will shrink
as increases.17

7

Conclusion

We have used reputation e¤ects to explain the organisation of many professional
service industries, including the medical and legal professions. The main focus
has been on explaining the existence of gatekeeping intermediaries who refer
consumers to one of many ultimate producers. Examples of such intermediaries
include general practitioners in the health care industry and solicitors in the
legal industry. The explanation for the existence of such intermediaries that is
provided in this paper focuses on their role as a reputation monitor. The GPs
keep track of the treatment outcomes for each patient they refer to a particular
specialist. GPs have large patient pools because they provide referral services
for many di¤erent types of disease. As such, they will observe many more
treatment outcomes with a particular specialist than any individual patient will
observe. Furthermore, the fact that a GP has a large patient pool also means
1 7 Recall,

however, that

is a probability. As such,
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canot exceed one.

that if he discovers evidence of shirking on the part of the specialist, he can
punish the specialist much more e¤ectively than could any individual patient.
The potential loss of future business from a GP with a large patient pool is
much more signi…cant than the potential loss of future business from a single
patient.
There is a related literature that uses reputation to explain the existence of
institutions, primarily …rms18 , unions19 and retailers20 . This literature builds
on earlier work examining the extent to which reputation e¤ects and market
forces provide an incentive for parties to exert e¤ort when such e¤ort is costly
and unobservable.21 In this section, we compare the model presented in this
paper with other reputation based theories of the existence of institutions. In
particular, we compare it with Kreps’theory of …rms ([38]), Hogan’s theory of
unions ([30]) and Biglaiser and Friedman’s theory of retailers ([7]).
Kreps ([38]) provides a reputation-based explanation for the existence of
…rms. His starting point is a static moral hazard problem similar to the one
considered in this paper. The outcome of a transaction between a consumer and
a producer depends on some action taken by the producer which is unobservable
to the consumer at the time of the transaction. For example, a consumer’s satisfaction with a product may depend on its quality, which might not be observed
until the product is actually used, well after the time of purchase. Furthermore,
this quality level may be unveri…able to third parties. If low quality products
are cheaper to produce, then the producer may have an incentive to pretend
that a low quality product is really a high quality product. However, if the
producer has a long-run relationship with the consumer, he runs the risk of
losing that consumers future custom if he misleads the consumer about product
quality. As such, repetition may overcome the static moral hazard problem.
Unfortunately, consumers will not always have a long-run relationship with the
producer. Kreps shows that if the outcomes of previous transactions can be
communicated to future customers, then the fact that any individual customer
only has a short-run relationship with the producer is irrelevant. What matters
is that the producer can be punished in the future for any current transgressions.
The analysis presented in this paper strengthens the foundations of Kreps
model in two ways. Kreps’model assumes that the outcomes of current transactions can be accurately and costlessly communicated to future consumers. It
also assumes that the terms of trade between consumers and producers are …xed
because of the existence of competition for trading partners. However, Kreps
does not explicitly examine either the communication process or the price formation process. In this paper, we have provided a natural means of communicating
past outcomes in the form of gatekeeping intermediaries that monitor the outcomes of transactions that result from their referrals. Furthermore, we have
explicitly modelled the process of price formation. This has allowed us to provide foundations for the …xed terms of trade assumption and to determine the
equilibrium terms of trade.
Hogan ([30]) provides a reputation-based explanation for the existence of
1 8 See

Kreps ([38]) and Tadelis ([68]) in particular.
Hogan ([30]), MacLeod and Malcolmson ([41]) and Malcolmson ([43]) in particular.
2 0 See Biglaiser ([6]) and Biglaiser and Friedman ([7]) in particular.
2 1 The important earlier papers include Cooper and Ross ([13]), Diamond ([15]), Holmstrom
([32]), Klein and Le- er ([36]) and Shapiro ([61]). More recent work along these lines can be
found in Horner ([33]).
1 9 See
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unions. He considers a moral hazard problem between a worker and a …rm in
which output depends on employee e¤ort which is costly for the employee to
provide. The e¤ort provided by any given employee is assumed to be observable
to both the employee and the employer, but is both unobservable and unveri…able to third parties. As a result, the employer must use an implicit contract to
motivate high e¤ort on the part of employees. If the employer and an employee
have only a short-run relationship, the employer will have an incentive to renege
on any promised high e¤ort payments for employees, even if they provide high
e¤ort. This problem can be at least partially overcome if the employer and the
employees have a long-run relationship. However, if the …rm’s production technology exhibits diminishing marginal returns to labour, implicit contracts will
be insu¢ cient to achieve …rst-best employment levels. The presence of a union
in this setting increases employment and thereby allows e¢ ciency losses to be
reduced. The reason for this is that the union is able to monitor the behaviour of the employer and inform its members if the employer has reneged on a
contract with any them. Note that the individual employees cannot undertake
this monitoring role themselves because they do not observe the e¤ort choices
of other employees. The union is assumed to possess a technology that enables
it to observe the e¤ort choices of its members. This technology is too expensive
for individual employees to utilise in the absence of the union. The monitoring
costs incurred by the union are recovered through union membership fees.
Unlike the model considered in this paper, the employer and the employees
have a long-run relationship in Hogan’s model. As such, reputation can play
a role in reducing the occurrence of opportunistic behaviour by the …rm, even
if the union is not present. The presence of the union simply enhances the effectiveness of these reputation e¤ects. A gatekeeping intermediary in Hogan’s
model would look more like a temporary recruitment agency. The very nature
of temporary employment would ensure that temporary employees have only a
short-run relationship with the employer. As such, in the absence of a temporary recruitment agency, the employer would have a strong incentive to renege
on any payments that were promised in return for the provision of high e¤ort by
the employee. This would in turn provide an incentive for the employee to only
provide low e¤ort. However, if the employer obtains his temporary employees
through a temporary recruitment agency, then that agency will have a long-run
relationship with the …rm. Furthermore, if that agency refers its workers to
many di¤erent …rms, then it will have a long-run relationship with the temporary employees that use its referral services. As such, the temporary recruitment
agency may be able to leverage its long-run relationships with employers and
temporary employees to create an arti…cial long-run relationship between the
employers and the temporary employees. As such, the use of temporary recruitment agencies may allow for equilibria in which the employees provide high
e¤ort and the employers do not renege on their promise to pay extra for the
provision of high e¤ort.
Biglaiser and Friedman ([7]) provide a reputation-based theory of the existence of retailers. They consider a moral hazard problem in which consumers
do not observe the quality of a good until after they have purchased it. As such,
producers will have an incentive to mislead consumers about the quality of the
goods they produce. This incentive is reduced if the producer sells his products
through retailers that also stock the products of other producers rather than
directly to the public. The reason for this is that the retailers will lose future
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sales on their other products if they do not punish a producer for misleading
consumers about the quality of his products.
In many respects, Biglaiser and Friedman’s model is the closest in spirit
to the one employed in this paper. In both models, an intermediary has a
long-run relationship with producers because he sells their products to many
di¤erent consumers. Similarly, in both models an intermediary has a long-run
relationship with consumers because he sells many di¤erent products that they
might wish to purchase. However, there are also a number of di¤erences. One
relatively minor di¤erence relates to the party that chooses to use the services
of an intermediary. In Biglaiser and Friedman’s model, the producers choose to
use an intermediary to market their goods to consumers. In the model employed
in this paper, consumers choose to use an intermediary to access the services of
a producer.
There are also more signi…cant di¤erences between the two models. Biglaiser
and Friedman allow quality to vary continuously, while specialist e¤ort can only
take on one of two values in the model considered in this paper. In Biglaiser and
Friedman’s model, consumers learn the quality of the products they purchase
following the transaction. If they purchased the product from an intermediary,
the intermediary also learns the quality of the product after the transaction
has been completed. As such, there is never any uncertainty about whether or
not they have been deceived by the producer. However, in the model employed
in this paper, patients and general practitioners cannot always infer the e¤ort
choices of specialists. In order to allow for the possibility that producers may
mislead consumers about the quality of their products, Biglaiser and Friedman
incorporate a signaling component into their model. No signaling components
are incorporated into the model considered in this paper. One …nal di¤erence in
the structure of the two models relates to the length of the relationship between
consumers and producers. In Biglaiser and Friedman’s model, in the absence of
retailers, demand in every period will be the same if the producer never defects.
The proportional decrease in demand is identical to the proportion of customers
that were deceived in the previous period. This is consistent with consumers
having a long-run relationship with the producer. The main focus of this paper,
on the other hand, is on situations in which patients have only a short-run
relationship with specialists.
One of the most signi…cant di¤erences between Biglaiser and Friedman’s
analysis and the analysis presented in this paper relates to the type of equilibria
that are considered. Even when retailers are absent, Biglaiser and Friedman
focus on equilibria in which producers do not mislead consumers about the
quality of their products. The introduction of retailers reduces the cost to
a producer of signalling his chosen quality level and reduces the price that a
consumer must pay to receive a product of that quality level. While a similar
result was obtained in the model employed in this paper for the case in which
both patients and GPs could motivate high e¤ort treatment from specialists,
this case was not the main focus of this paper. The main focus of this paper
was on situations in which patients could not motivate high e¤ort treatment
from specialists, but GPs could do so. We showed that there existed equilibria
in which this was the case that were preferred by patients to the outcomes
when GPs were not present. Patients preferred this equilibrium because the
additional expected bene…t they received from high e¤ort treatment exceeded
the additional cost of such treatment. In some cases, specialists also preferred
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the presence of GPs. In these cases, the additional revenue that specialists
received from providing high e¤ort treatment exceeded the additional cost of
providing high e¤ort treatment.

8

Appendix: Industry structure with endogenous prices

Throughout this paper, we have assumed that prices are set exogenously. This
assumption can be viewed as a black-box for any price formation process that
generates a uniform price. It does not really matter whether health care markets
are perfectly competitive, imperfectly competitive or even monopolised, as long
as price discrimination is not present. However, in the previous section on
industry structure when prices are exogenous, we imposed a slightly stronger
assumption. This assumption involved the equilibrium treatment price being the
same when GPs are present as it is when they are absent. In this section, we
relax this assumption and examine market outcomes in the context of an explicit
price formation process. Equilibrium prices are assumed to be the outcome of
Bertrand competition. We will allow specialists to o¤er two di¤erent prices,
one for high e¤ort treatment and one for low e¤ort treatment. However, since
e¤ort is not observable and treatment outcomes are not veri…able, the high
e¤ort treatment price will need to satisfy the high e¤ort incentive compatibility
constraint if it is to be credible. The di¤erence between the high e¤ort incentive
compatibility constraint for patient-specialist interactions and the corresponding
constraint for GP-specialist interactions suggests that the equilibrium treatment
price may vary with the presence of GPs in some cases under this price formation
process.

8.1

Price formation without GPs

In the absence of GPs, standard Bertrand competition arguments suggest that
the equilibrium high e¤ort treatment price will be
(1
(1

r11 = 1 +

)
)

C.

This is the lowest price at which patients will believe that specialists will provide
high e¤ort treatment. Similarly, standard Bertrand arguments suggest that the
equilibrium low e¤ort treatment price will be
r10 = 0.
Patients will demand high e¤ort treatment if and only if
B

1+

which can be rearranged to yield
"
C

(1
(1

)

C

)

B,

2

(1
)
(1
) + (1
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Thus, if the cost of providing high e¤ort treatment is not too high, then the
prevailing treatment price will be r11 . However, if the cost of high e¤ort is too
high, then the prevailing treatment price will be zero.

8.2

Price formation with GPs

When GPs are present, we need to determine both the equilibrium treatment
price and the equilibrium referral price. In this section, we will allow specialists
to o¤er three types of treatment service. They can o¤er high e¤ort treatment
to patients with a referral, high e¤ort treatment to patients without a referral
and low e¤ort treatment. Once again, each of these outcomes needs to be selfenforcing. We have already described the candidate treatment prices in the
absence of a referral. As such, we only need consider the case in which a patient
seeks both a referral and treatment. If GPs have in…nite patient pools, standard
Bertrand arguments suggest that the equilibrium treatment price will be
r11 =

C

.

Furthermore, assuming there are an in…nite number of potential GPs who stand
ready to enter at zero cost, Bertrand competition among GPs will result in an
equilibrium referral price of w = k. As such, patients will seek both a referral
and high e¤ort treatment if and only if
B

C

k

max B
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(1
(1

)
)

C; B .

If a patient would prefer high e¤ort treatment without a referral to no treatment whatsoever, then this becomes
C

B

k

B

1+

(1
(1

)
)

C,

which can be rearranged to obtain
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This is equivalent to
C

(1

)]

k.

On the other hand, if a patient would prefer low e¤ort treatment to high effort treatment without a referral, then the patient will seek high e¤ort treatment
with a referral if and only if
C

B

k

B,

which can be rearranged to obtain
k

(1

)B
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Thus we know that the prevailing treatment price will be r11 if either
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Market outcomes with endogenous prices

There are three possible outcomes in this market. The …rst outcome involves
all patients obtaining both a referral and high e¤ort treatment. The second
outcome involves all patients obtaining high e¤ort treatment without a referral.
The third case involves all patients obtaining low e¤ort treatment without a
referral.
All patients will obtain both a referral and high e¤ort treatment if either
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In these cases, the equilibrium treatment price will be
r11 =

C

,

while the equilibrium referral price will be
w = k.
Suppose that
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Note that it is possible that might be an empty set. Similarly, it is possible
that might be an empty set. In order for patients not to obtain a referral, we
need both C 2
= and C 2
= .
All patients will obtain high e¤ort treatment without a referral if both C 2
=
[ and
#
"
2
(1
)
C
B.
(1
) + (1
)
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In this case, the equilibrium treatment price will be
(1
(1

r11 = 1 +

)
)

C,

while the referral market will not exist.
All patients will obtain low e¤ort treatment without a referral if both C 2
=
[ and
#
"
2
(1
)
B.
C>
(1
) + (1
)
In this case, the equilibrium treatment price will be
r10 = 0,
while the referral market will not exist.
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